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Repeated intermittent treatment with amphetamine increases the density of dendritic spines on medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the

nucleus accumbens (NAcc). The purpose of this study was two-fold: (1) to determine whether amphetamine has similar effects on MSNs

in the caudate-putamen (CPu) and (2) to determine if this effect is localized to distal dendrites, the site of convergence of dopamine

(DA) and glutamate synapses in the striatum. An amphetamine treatment regimen that produced behavioral sensitization increased the

density of dendritic spines on MSNs in both the NAcc and dorsolateral CPu. This effect was long lasting, because it was evident 3.5

months after the discontinuation of drug treatment. The increase in spine density was confined to distal dendrites of MSNs, and was not

apparent on dendrites close to the cell body. It is concluded that amphetamine may preferentially reorganize synapses at the site of DA–

glutamate interaction in the striatum, which may alter DA–glutamate signaling and thereby contribute to some of the persistent

behavioral and psychological consequences of repeated exposure to psychostimulant drugs.
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INTRODUCTION

Repeated exposure to drugs of abuse can produce many
long-lasting changes in brain and behavior, some of which
may contribute to the development of psychopathological
states, including psychosis and addiction (Robinson and
Becker, 1986; Robinson and Berridge, 2000; Segal et al,
1981). There has been, therefore, considerable interest in
identifying the nature of persistent drug-induced changes in
neural circuits implicated in drug-associated psychopathol-
ogy. One form of drug-induced synaptic plasticity involves
alterations in patterns of dendritic branching and the
density of dendritic spines in the nucleus accumbens
(NAcc). Specifically, repeated treatment with amphetamine,
cocaine, nicotine, or morphine alters the density of
dendritic spines on the distal dendrites of medium spiny
neurons (MSNs) in the NAcc, which presumably reflects a
reorganization of synapses on these cells (Brown and Kolb,
2001; Robinson and Kolb, 1997, 1999a, b).

The exact locus of psychostimulant drug-induced changes
in spine density on MSNs is of interest because different
portions of the dendritic tree of these cells receive different
inputs. The distal dendrites of MSNs are innervated
primarily by projections arising extrinsic to the striatum,
such as dopamine (DA) projections from the midbrain and
glutamate projections from cortical structures (including
the hippocampus and amygdala). Dendrites more proximal
to the soma are innervated primarily by inputs of intrinsic
origin (Groenewegen et al, 1991; Smith and Bolam, 1990).
Furthermore, both DA and glutamate have been implicated
in one form of neurobehavioral plasticity associated with
repeated psychostimulant drug treatment, behavioral sensi-
tization (Vanderschuren and Kalivas, 2000; Wolf, 1998).
Thus, to the extent that psychostimulant drug-induced
alterations in DA/glutamate signaling are related to
psychostimulant drug-induced changes in the density of
spines on MSNs, and to behavioral sensitization, we
predicted that drug-induced changes in spine density might
be confined to the distal dendrites of MSNs. However, the
effect of psychostimulant drugs on distal vs proximal
dendrites of MSNs has never been directly examined, nor
has it been determined whether similar effects are found on
MSNs in both the caudate-putamen (CPu) and the NAcc.
The purpose of the present study, therefore, was to compare
the effect of repeated treatment with amphetamine on the
density of dendritic spines on both distal and proximal
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dendrites of MSNs in both the NAcc and the dorsolateral
CPu.

METHODS

Adult female Sprague–Dawley rats that were initially housed
singly received 20 consecutive daily injections (i.p.) of d-
amphetamine sulfate (N¼ 8) or saline (N¼ 6). The first and
last amphetamine injections consisted of 0.5 mg/kg, and the
remaining 18 injections were 4.0 mg/kg (weight of the salt
dissolved in saline). Locomotor activity (cage crossovers)
was measured on the first and the last day of treatment.
After the last treatment, the rats were housed in groups of
three in 40.6� 24.1� 17.9 cm3 high stainless-steel hanging
cages for 3.5 months. They were then anesthetized with an
overdose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused through the
heart with 0.9% saline. The brains were removed and placed
in vials containing Golgi–Cox solution. The brains were cut
into 200 mm coronal sections using a vibrating microtome
and stained using procedures described previously (Gibb
and Kolb, 1998).

A Leica Model DMRE microscope equipped with a Ludl
XYZ motorized stage was used at low power (� 100–250) to
identify MSNs in the shell of the NAcc and the dorsolateral
quadrant of the CPu for analysis. In order to be included in
the analysis the extent of the dendritic tree of a cell had to
be well stained and visible, and not be obscured by blood
vessels, astrocytes, or other cells. Given the small number of
cells in the NAcc and CPu that were stained essentially every
cell that met these criteria was included in the analysis.
Neuroleucidas (Microbrightfield, Inc.) software was then
used to trace dendritic segments and count spines on
selected dendrites. The program then calculated the actual
length of the dendritic segment sampled and determined the
number of spines visible per 10 mm of dendrite. For this an
oil immersion objective with a total magnification of � 1600
was used, and with additional magnification from the video
signal the final magnification on the video screen was
approximately � 4000. Two different portions of the
dendritic tree were examined. Distal dendrites were
terminal dendrites (third order or greater) and spines were
always counted from the last branch point to the terminal
tip of the dendrite. For proximal dendrites spines were
counted beginning 17 mm after spines first appeared distal
to the soma, for an additional 30 mm (see Comery et al,
1995). These were 2–3 order dendrites, but never terminal
dendrites. The density of spines on both distal and proximal
dendrites was determined for at least five cells per
hemisphere, and no more than one proximal and one distal
dendritic segment was sampled from any one cell. Thus, for
each group distal and proximal dendritic segments were
sampled from a total of 60–89 cells. Values from cells within
a hemisphere were averaged and to test for hemispheric
asymmetries, hemisphere was used as a factor in the
analysis. All slides were coded such that the person
conducting the anatomical analysis was blind to the
treatment condition.

The behavioral data were analyzed using a paired t-test,
and the spine data were analyzed using two-way analyses of
variance, with treatment (saline vs amphetamine) and
hemisphere (left vs right) as the two factors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As expected, the amphetamine treatment protocol produced
behavioral sensitization. The mean (7 SEM) number of
cage crossovers following the last injection of amphetamine
(72.07 9.1) was significantly higher than following the first
(44.87 6.8; t¼ 2.96, po0.01).

Figure 1 shows a representative MSN in the NAcc and the
insets show examples of distal and proximal dendritic
segments. Figure 2 (top) shows that amphetamine treatment
significantly increased the density of dendritic spines on the
distal dendrites of MSNs in both the NAcc (effect of
treatment, F¼ 73.5, po0.0001; effect of hemisphere and
interaction not significant, F’so1.0) and the CPu (effect of
treatment, F¼ 4.1, p¼ 0.05; effect of hemisphere and
interaction not significant, F’so1.0). However, there was
no effect of amphetamine treatment on the density of
dendritic spines on proximal dendrites of MSNs in either
the NAcc (F¼ 0.8, p¼ 0.4) or CPu (F¼ 2.5, p¼ 0.13). The
number of spines with multiple heads (branched spines)
was also quantified. Amphetamine treatment significantly
increased the number of branched spines on distal
dendrites of MSNs in the NAcc (saline, 0.4317 0.025;
amphetamine, 0.5887 0.032; effect of treatment, F¼ 12.1,
po0.002; effect of hemisphere and interaction not sig-
nificant, F’so0.1), but had no effect on branched spines on
distal dendrites in the CPu (F¼ 0.3), or on proximal
dendrites in either the NAcc or CPu (F’s¼ 1.4 and 0.5,
respectively).

The observation that amphetamine increases spine
density on distal but not proximal dendrites of MSNs is
consistent with an earlier report that amphetamine and
cocaine increase the number of distal but not proximal
dendritic branches on NAcc MSNs (Robinson and Kolb,
1999a). The precise localization of amphetamine-induced
changes in the structure of dendrites on MSNs is of special

Figure 1 Photomicrograph of a representative Golgi-stained MSN in the
NAcc (a). Four pictures were taken at different Z-levels and merged to
enhance the portion of the dendritic tree in focus (the scale for this image is
in the upper left corner). The insets show an example of a proximal
dendritic segment (b) and the terminal tip of a distal dendrite (c) at
approximately the same level of magnification at which spines were
counted (scale bar in inset).
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interest because this suggests that repeated exposure to
amphetamine produces a persistent reorganization of very
specific synaptic inputs onto MSNs. Spines on the distal
dendrites of MSNs receive inputs primarily from two
sources that are extrinsic to the striatum. The heads of
these spines are innervated by boutons that form an
asymmetric synapse that is thought to consist of a glutamate
input from sensory-motor cortex in the case of the
dorsolateral CPu, and from the prefrontal cortex and
hippocampus in the case of the NAcc. Many of these same
spines receive a DA input that forms a symmetric synapse
on the neck of the spine or the nearby shaft of the dendrite.
In contrast, more proximal portions of the dendritic tree of
MSNs receive inputs of intrinsic origin (Groenewegen et al,
1991; Smith and Bolam, 1990). Thus, the present study
suggests that amphetamine induces a reorganization of
synapses specifically involved in the integration of DA and
glutamate signaling in the striatum, although detailed
ultrastructural studies will be required to test this
hypothesis.

Of course, both DA and glutamate have been prominently
implicated in the induction and the expression of behavioral
sensitization (Vanderschuren and Kalivas, 2000; Wolf,
1998). Therefore, the persistent reorganization of synapses
at the specific site of convergence of DA and glutamate
signaling on MSNs may represent the structural basis
for persistent sensitization-related changes in responsive-
ness to psychomotor stimulant drugs and other stimu-
liFchanges that are thought to contribute to the
compulsive patterns of drug-seeking and drug-taking
behavior that characterize addiction (Robinson and Ber-
ridge, 2000, 2003).

In recent years, research on drug experience-dependent
plasticity has focused to a large extent on the NAcc, but the
comparison of the dorsal and ventral striatum reported here
also serves to remind us that drugs of abuse have persistent
effects on more than the NAcc. For example, many early
studies on the neurobiology of sensitization found that
repeated treatment with psychostimulant drugs increases
evoked DA release from striatal slices, which consisted
primarily of CPu (Kolta et al, 1985; Robinson and Becker,
1982), and later microdialysis studies showed increased DA
release in both the NAcc and CPu (Kazahaya et al, 1989;
Paulson and Robinson, 1995). Indeed, repeated treatment
with drugs of abuse causes neuroadaptations in many brain
regions (Robinson and Berridge, 2000; Vanderschuren and
Kalivas, 2000), which presumably account for the diversity
of behaviors and psychological processes that are altered by
these drugs. Thus, the structural changes in the NAcc
reported here may be related to alterations in functions
associated with this structure, such as incentive motiva-
tional processes or drug-induced locomotor activity,
whereas changes in the CPu may be related to alterations
in drug-induced stereotyped behavior or habit learning,
which have been associated with the CPu. However, to
determine exactly what changes at what synapses in what
structures mediate what changes in behavior remains a
formidable challenge.
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